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a b s t r a c t
This paper addresses the consequences of product and labor market deregulation for monetary policy in a twocountry monetary union with endogenous product creation and labor market frictions. We show that when regulation is high in both countries, optimal policy requires signiﬁcant departures from price stability both in the
long run and over the business cycle. The adjustment to market reform requires expansionary policy to reduce
transition costs, but deregulation reduces static and dynamic inefﬁciencies, making price stability more desirable
once the transition is complete. International synchronization of reforms can eliminate policy tradeoffs generated
by asymmetric deregulation.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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“I would argue that our current monetary stance in fact makes accelerating structural reforms desirable, because it brings forward their
positive demand effects.” Mario Draghi, “Structural Reforms, Inﬂation and Monetary Policy,” Sintra, May 22, 2015.

1. Introduction
The wave of crises that began in 2008 reheated the debate on market
deregulation as a tool to improve economic performance. Calls for
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removal, or at least reduction, of regulation in goods and labor markets
have been part of the policy discussions on both sides of the Atlantic.1
The argument is that more ﬂexible markets would foster a more rapid
recovery from the recession generated by the crisis and, in general,
would result in better economic performance. Deregulation of product
markets would accomplish this by facilitating producer entry, boosting
business creation, and enhancing competition; deregulation of labor
markets would do it by facilitating reallocation of resources and speeding up the adjustment to shocks. Results in the academic literature support these arguments, but they do not address the consequences of
market deregulation for the conduct of macroeconomic policy.2 Important questions remain open for researchers and policymakers: What is
the optimal macroeconomic policy response to the dynamics triggered
by goods and labor market reform? How does deregulation affect the
tradeoffs facing policymakers in the long-run and over the business
cycle?
This paper addresses these questions from the perspective of monetary policy in a monetary union. We study how deregulation that
increases ﬂexibility in product and/or labor markets affects the longrun inﬂation target of the welfare-maximizing central bank of a monetary union; how the central bank responds to the transition dynamics
generated by the deregulation; and how deregulation affects the conduct of optimal monetary policy over the business cycle. We do this in
a two-country, dynamic, stochastic, general equilibrium (DSGE) model
of a monetary union with endogenous product creation subject to
sunk costs as in Bilbiie et al. (2012)—BGM below—and search-andmatching frictions in labor markets as in Diamond (1982a, 1982b) and
Mortensen and Pissarides (1994)—DMP below. The model contains
the most parsimonious set of ingredients that allow us to capture key
empirical features of product and labor market regulation and reform
as well as the narrative by policymakers. Deregulation of product markets reduces the size of sunk entry costs (by cutting “red tape”). In
labor markets, deregulation is modeled as a reduction of unemployment
beneﬁts and employment protection (captured by the workers'
bargaining power). We introduce nominal rigidities in the form of costly
price and wage adjustment. We calibrate the model using parameter
values from the literature and to match features of macroeconomic
data for Europe's Economic and Monetary Union (EMU), and we show
that the model successfully reproduces several features of EMU's business cycles when the union's central bank follows an interest rate rule
that reproduces the historical behavior of the European Central Bank
(ECB).
We ﬁnd that regulation in goods and labor markets has signiﬁcant
effects on optimal monetary policy. In the presence of high market regulation, it is optimal to deviate from price stability in the long run and
over the business cycle. Structural reforms that make product and/or
labor markets more ﬂexible have three consequences for policy: First,
the optimal response to deregulation is expansionary, with a beneﬁcial
effect on welfare during the transition relative to the historical policy
behavior (which, in turn, approximates a policy of price stability). Second, when the effects of deregulation are fully materialized, price stability is more desirable both in the long run (a lower optimal inﬂation
1
The title on the front page of the February 18, 2012 issue of The Economist (“Over-regulated America”) and the discussion of increasing regulation of U.S. product markets are
indicative of the attention to the issue in the United States. In August of 2011, then
European Central Bank President Jean-Claude Trichet and President-to-be Mario Draghi
took the then unprecedented step of addressing a letter to the Italian government making
market deregulation a condition for the central bank's intervention in support of Italian
government bonds. Calls for structural reforms have since become a constant in President
Draghi's press conferences and speeches, in those of many other policymakers, and in
commentary in the media. Structural reforms are part of the conditionality imposed on
Greece by its creditors in the Greek debt crisis. In the United States, Lawrence Summers
called for “bold reform” of the U.S. economy as a key remedy to “secular stagnation” (“Bold
Reform Is the Only Answer to Secular Stagnation,” Financial Times, September 8, 2014).
2
See, for instance, Blanchard and Giavazzi (2003), Cacciatore and Fiori (2016), Dawson
and Seater (2011), Fiori et al. (2012), Grifﬁth et al. (2007), and Messina and Vallanti
(2007).
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target) and over the business cycle (smaller optimal deviations of inﬂation from target). Third, international synchronization of market reforms is beneﬁcial, as it removes additional policy tradeoffs induced
by heterogeneous market regulation in the monetary union.
The intuition for our results is straightforward. The initial steady
state with high regulation in goods and labor markets is characterized by too high markups and too low job creation. Moreover, regulation makes cyclical unemployment ﬂuctuations too volatile,
which ampliﬁes their welfare cost. The Ramsey policymaker uses
positive long-run inﬂation (in the ECB's current target range) to mitigate long-run inefﬁciencies, and (s)he uses departures from price
stability over the cycle to stabilize job creation (at the cost of more
volatile product creation). Total welfare gains from optimal policy
are not negligible: Implementing the optimal policy increases welfare by approximately 0.5% of annual steady-state consumption
under the historical rule.
Deregulation (even asymmetric across countries) reduces real distortions in goods and labor markets. Since the beneﬁts take time to materialize, the Ramsey central bank expands monetary policy more
aggressively than the historical ECB to generate lower markups and
boost job creation along the transition.3 Once the beneﬁcial effects of reforms have fully materialized, there is less need of positive long-run inﬂation to close inefﬁciency gaps, and price stability over the cycle is less
costly for economies that deregulated their markets. The welfare beneﬁts of optimal policy depend on the union-wide pattern of deregulation.
Asymmetric deregulation introduces a new policy tradeoff for the Ramsey central bank, because optimal policy must strike a balance between
countries that differ in the desirability of price stability both in the long
run and over the cycle. The welfare cost of this additional tradeoff is not
negligible: Ramsey-optimal cooperative monetary policies for national
central banks operating under a ﬂexible exchange rate improve welfare
by 0.14% of steady-state consumption relative to the Ramsey-optimal
policy in the monetary union with asymmetric market characteristics.
Internationally synchronized reforms remove this tradeoff, resulting in
larger welfare gains from optimal policy: Market reforms are beneﬁcial
for welfare under both historical and Ramsey-optimal policy, but they
are more beneﬁcial if monetary policy is chosen optimally, and the beneﬁt increases if reforms are synchronized.
Before discussing how our paper contributes to the literature, we
note what the paper does not do. While the recent crises have reheated the debate on market reform, this debate pre-dates the crises
(for instance, Blanchard and Giavazzi's, 2003, seminal article). Therefore, we do not cast our exercise in terms of a crisis response—in
which deregulation may be implemented as part of the response to a
crisis—and our results on monetary policy do not provide a lens to interpret many ECB actions during Europe's sovereign debt crisis.4 Moreover,
we abstract from optimal regulation, ﬁscal policy considerations (including ﬁscal aspects of market regulation), and strategic interactions
between policymakers, and we assume full commitment in all our policy exercises, including full commitment to permanent deregulations.
(The assumption of commitment in our analysis of monetary policy is
standard practice in the literature on Ramsey-optimal policy.) We also
abstract from distributional consequences of reforms. While these are
important topics for future research, our choices were motivated by
the goal of obtaining a set of intuitive, benchmark results.
Our paper contributes to a large and varied literature on the macroeconomic consequences of product and labor market regulation and
reform. One strand of this literature focuses mostly on the long-run
consequences of market reforms, without addressing the transition
3
In the case of joint product and labor market deregulation in one country, the welfare
gain from the Ramsey-optimal policy (relative to historical policy) over a three-year horizon is 0.4% of annual pre-deregulation steady-state consumption in the country that deregulates and 0.75% in the other.
4
The zero lower bound on interest rates is among the concerns for current monetary
policymaking in the Euro Area. We veriﬁed that this constraint never binds in our
exercises.
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dynamics from short- to long-run effects in general equilibrium.
Blanchard and Giavazzi (2003) and Hopenhayn and Rogerson (1993)
are seminal contributions in this vein.5 Another strand of research investigates the dynamic effects of market deregulation, including transition dynamics and business cycle implications of reforms. Our closest
antecedent in this vein of work is Cacciatore and Fiori (2016), who
study, both theoretically and empirically, the dynamic consequences
of market deregulation in a real business cycle model with search and
matching frictions and endogenous product creation. To the best of
our knowledge, our study is the ﬁrst attempt to investigate how market
deregulation affects the conduct of monetary policy in a model that features the product and labor market dynamics at the heart of policy
debates.6
Explicit modeling of product and labor market dynamics differentiates our exercise from some recent analyses of the interaction between
structural reforms and monetary policy. Eggertsson et al. (2014) argue
that the deﬂationary effects of product and labor market reforms can
exacerbate the zero-lower-bound problem.7 Andrés et al. (2014) study
the consequences of market reforms in an environment of debt
deleveraging All these papers do not feature producer entry dynamics
and DMP labor market frictions. They treat reforms as exogenous reductions in price and wage markups, which “automatically” have deﬂationary consequences. Gerali et al. (2015) show that investment dynamics
affect the response of inﬂation to exogenous markup reductions.
Product and labor market deregulations have inﬂationary effects in
our model, as increased business creation and a higher value of job
matches put upward pressure on wages.
By incorporating a dynamic model of product creation over the
business cycle, our paper also contributes to the recent literature that
studies how endogenous entry and product variety affect business
cycles dynamics in closed and open economies. Bergin and Corsetti
(2008, 2013), Bilbiie et al. (2014), Cacciatore and Ghironi (2012), Faia
(2012), and Lewis (2013) analyze optimal monetary policy in models
with endogenous producer entry, while Chugh and Ghironi (2015)
focus on optimal ﬁscal policy in the BGM framework. We contribute
to this literature by studying how a determinant of producer
entry—regulation—impacts the conduct of monetary policy.
We share the ﬁnding of optimal deviations from price stability with
several existing studies. Abstracting from market regulation, our model
features well-understood channels through which positive inﬂation reduces static and dynamic distortions.8 In the long run, positive inﬂation
in product prices is optimal when the beneﬁt of product variety to
consumers falls short of the market incentive for product creation
under ﬂexible prices, as in Bilbiie et al. (2014). In the short run, optimal
deviations from price stability arise because of the presence of both
price and wage rigidity (as in Erceg et al., 2000; Thomas, 2008),
steady-state distortions induced by (exogenous) monopoly power of
ﬁrms with endogenous labor supply (as in Benigno and Woodford,
2005; Faia, 2009), and incomplete international ﬁnancial markets (as

in Corsetti et al., 2010).9 Our work adds to this literature along two dimensions. First, we show that market regulation constitutes a hitherto
mostly unexplored motive for non-zero optimal inﬂation, both in the
long-run and over the business cycle: The level of market regulation
matters for the quantitative importance of the distortions discussed
above in generating departures from price stability.10 Second, we
show that optimal departures from short-run price stability also emerge
as the optimal monetary policy response to market deregulation.
By allowing for asymmetries between countries in our monetary
union, we contribute also to the study of optimal monetary policy in
economies with potentially heterogeneous regions or sectors.11 Finally,
an important insight of our analysis in the European context is that the
beneﬁcial effects of structural reforms may come at the cost of weaker
current accounts, at least initially. While market reforms are generally
viewed as a way to improve competitiveness and rebalance external positions in European policy debates and some academic literature (for instance, Corsetti et al., 2013), explicit consideration of the transition
dynamics highlights a worsening of the external balance among the
possible transition costs of reforms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
model. Section 3 describes monetary policy. Section 4 discusses the distortions and inefﬁciency wedges that characterize the market economy
and presents intuitions on policy tradeoffs and optimal policy. Section 5
studies the consequences of market regulation and reform for the
optimal inﬂation target and the optimal monetary policy response to
market deregulation. Section 6 addresses the consequences of deregulation for the conduct of monetary policy over the business cycle.
Section 7 concludes.
2. The model
We model a monetary union that consists of two countries, Home
and Foreign. Foreign variables are denoted with a superscript star. We
use the subscript d to denote quantities and prices of a country's own
goods consumed domestically, and the subscript x to denote quantities
and prices of exports. We focus on the Home economy in presenting our
model, with the understanding that analogous equations hold for
Foreign. We abstract from monetary frictions that would motivate a demand for cash currency in each country, and we model our monetary
union as a cashless economy following Woodford (2003).
Each economy in the union is populated by a unit mass of atomistic
households, where each household is an extended family with a continuum of members along the unit interval. In equilibrium, some family
members are unemployed, while others are employed. As common in
the literature, we assume that family members perfectly insure each
other against variation in labor income due to changes in employment
status, so that there is no ex post heterogeneity across individuals in
the household (see Andolfatto, 1996; Merz, 1995).
2.1. Household preferences

5

Other contributions include Alessandria and Delacroix (2008), Ebell and Haefke
(2009), and Felbermayr and Prat (2011).
6
Sibert and Sutherland (2000) study how the incentives of policymakers to undertake
costly labor market reforms depend on the international monetary regime (noncooperative monetary policy versus a monetary union). Thomas and Zanetti (2009) focus on the
positive implications of labor market regulation for inﬂation volatility. On the consequences of labor market regulation for business cycle volatility in a model with nominal
rigidity, see also Zanetti (2011).
7
See also Fernández-Villaverde et al. (2011).
8
Notice that our results imply that the classic Friedman rule—setting nominal interest
rates to zero at all times and under all circumstances—is never optimal. We share this result with the vast majority of the New Keynesian literature with nominal rigidity. In the
benchmark New Keynesian model with price stickiness as in Calvo (1983) and Yun
(1996) or Rotemberg (1982), the Friedman rule is inefﬁcient because price stickiness in itself implies the optimality of zero inﬂation under commitment (which in turn implies
equality of real and nominal interest rates). In our model, the balance of distortions facing
the Ramsey central bank implies departure from the Friedman rule in the form of an optimal, positive inﬂation rate.

The representative household in the Home economy maximizes the
expected intertemporal utility function Et∑∞s = t βs − t[u(Cs) − lsv(hs)],
where β ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor, Ct is a consumption basket that
aggregates domestic and imported goods as described below, lt is the
9
Short-run departures from price stability arise also in Arseneau and Chugh (2008)
sticky-wage DMP model with exogenous government spending and Ramsey-optimal
monetary and tax policy. Government spending alone has been shown to imply deviations
from short-run price stability in several studies. See Adão et al. (2003), Khan et al. (2003),
and Woodford (2003, Ch. 6.5).
10
Our result that price stability is costly in highly regulated economies is consistent with
Blanchard and Gal's (2010) ﬁndings on the consequences of labor market imperfections
for optimal monetary policy. Bilbiie et al. (2014) discuss the consequences of product market regulation for optimal inﬂation, but price stability is (nearly) optimal over the business
cycle in their model.
11
Aoki (2001) and Benigno (2004) focus on heterogeneity in nominal rigidity.
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number of employed workers, and ht denotes hours worked by each
employed worker. Period utility from consumption, u(·), and disutility
of effort, v(·), satisfy the standard assumptions.
⁎ of
The consumption basket C t aggregates bundles C d,t and Cx,t
Home and Foreign consumption varieties in Armington form with
1

ϕ−1

1

ϕ
ϕ−1
ϕ−1
ϕ

elasticity of substitution ϕN0 : C t ¼ ½ð1−αÞϕ C d;tϕ þ α ϕ C x;t 

, where

0 b α b 1. A similar basket describes consumption in the Foreign
country. In each country's consumption basket, 1 − α is the weight
attached to the country's own output bundle. Therefore, preferences
are biased in favor of domestic goods whenever α b 1/2. The
consumption-based price index that corresponds to the basket Ct is
1

þ αP 1−ϕ
1−ϕ . Departures of α from 1/2 ingiven by P t ¼ ½ð1−αÞP 1−ϕ
x;t
d;t
duce deviations from purchasing power parity in our model, implying
Pt ≠ P⁎t (except in a symmetric steady state).
Following BGM, the number of consumption goods available in each
country is endogenously determined. Denote with Ωd and Ω⁎x the overall
numbers of Home and Foreign goods over which the preference
⁎ are deﬁned. At any given t, only subsets of goods
aggregators Cd,t and Cx,t
Ωd,t ⊂ Ωd and Ω⁎x,t ⊂ Ω⁎x are actually available for consumption at Home.
⁎ take a translog form
We assume that the aggregators Cd,t and Cx,t
following Feenstra (2003a, 2003b). As a result, the elasticity of substitu⁎ (and Cd,t
⁎ and Cx,t
tion across varieties within each sub-basket Cd,t and Cx,t
in the Foreign consumption basket) is an increasing function of the
number of goods available. The translog assumption allows us to
capture the pro-competitive effect of goods market deregulation on
(ﬂexible-price) markups. As shown in BGM and Cacciatore and Fiori
(2016), lower entry barriers in production of goods result in increased
entry, a larger number of available goods, and—by inducing higher
substitutability—lower markups.12,13
Translog preferences are characterized by deﬁning the unit expenditure function (i.e., the price index) associated with the preference
aggregator. Let pd,t(ω) be the price of a variety ω produced and sold at
⁎ (ω*) the price of a variety ω* produced in the Foreign
Home, and px,t
country and exported to Home. The unit expenditure function on the
basket of domestic goods Cd,t is given by:
ln P d;t ¼



Z
1
1
1
1
−
ln pd;t ðωÞdω
þ
~
2σ Nt N
Nt
ω∈Ωd;t
Z
Z


σ
þ
ln pd;t ðωÞ ln pd;t ðωÞ− ln pd;t ðω0 Þ dωdω0 ;
2Nt
ω∈Ωd;t ω0 ∈Ωd;t

where σ N 0, Nt is the total number of Home products available at time t,
and Ñ is the mass of Ωd. The unit expenditure function on the basket of
⁎ is instead given by:
imported goods Cx,t
ln P x;t ¼


Z
1
1
1
lnpx;t ðω Þdω
−  þ 
~
Nt N
Nt
ω ∈Ωx;t
Z
Z

 0 
σ
0
þ 
ln px;t ðω Þ ln px;t ðω Þ−ln px;t ω dω dω ;
2Nt

1
2σ



ω ∈Ωx;t ω0 ∈Ωx;t

12

As argued in BGM, a demand-, preference-based explanation for time-varying,
ﬂexible-price markups is empirically appealing because the data show that most entering
and exiting ﬁrms are small, and much of the change in the product space is due to product
switching within existing ﬁrms, pointing to a limited role for supply-driven competitive
pressures in markup dynamics.
13
Translog preferences have been found to have appealing empirical properties in a variety of contexts. BGM show that translog preferences and endogenous producer entry result in markup dynamics that are remarkably close to U.S. data. Bergin and Feenstra (2000,
2001) ﬁnd that a translog expenditure function makes it possible for macro models to generate empirically plausible endogenous persistence by virtue of the implied demand-side
pricing complementarities. Rodrguez-López (2011) obtains plausible properties for
exchange rate pass-through, markup dynamics, and cyclical responses of ﬁrm-level and
aggregate variables to shocks. For a review of applications of the translog expenditure
function in the trade literature, see Feenstra (2003b).
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where N⁎t is the total number of Foreign products available at time t, and
Ñ* is the mass of Ωx⁎.14
2.2. Production
In each country, there are two vertically integrated production sectors. In the upstream sector, perfectly competitive ﬁrms use labor to
produce a non-tradable intermediate input. In the downstream sector,
monopolistically competitive ﬁrms purchase intermediate inputs and
produce the differentiated varieties that are sold to consumers in both
countries. This production structure greatly simpliﬁes the introduction
of labor market frictions in the model.

2.2.1. Intermediate goods production
There is a unit mass of intermediate producers. Each of them employs a continuum of workers. Labor markets are characterized by
search and matching frictions as in the DMP framework. To hire new
workers, ﬁrms need to post vacancies, incurring a cost of κ units of consumption per vacancy posted. The probability of ﬁnding a worker depends on a constant-return-to-scale matching technology, which
converts aggregate unemployed workers, Ut, and aggregate vacancies,
ε ε
Vt , where χ N 0 and 0 b ε b 1.
Vt, into aggregate matches, Mt = χU1−
t
Each ﬁrm meets unemployed workers at a rate qt ≡ Mt/Vt. As in Krause
and Lubik (2007) and other studies, we assume that newly created
matches become productive only in the next period. For an individual
ﬁrm, the inﬂow of new hires in t + 1 is therefore qtυt, where υt is the
number of vacancies posted by the ﬁrm in period t. In equilibrium,
υt = Vt.
Firms and workers separate exogenously with probability
λ ∈ (0, 1).15 Separation happens only between ﬁrms and workers
who were active in production in the previous period. As a result
the law of motion of employment, l t (those who are working at
time t), in a given ﬁrm is given by lt = (1 − λ)lt − 1 + qt − 1υt − 1.
As Arseneau and Chugh (2008), we use Rotemberg's (1982) model
of nominal rigidity and assume that ﬁrms face a quadratic cost of
adjusting the hourly nominal wage rate, wt. The real cost of changing
the nominal wage between period t − 1 and t is ϑπ2w,t/2 per worker,
where ϑ ≥ 0 is in units of consumption, and πw,t ≡ (wt/wt − 1) − 1 is
the net wage inﬂation rate. If ϑ = 0, there is no cost of wage adjustment.
We present an alternative version of the model which allows for nominal wage indexation in an Online Appendix—henceforth, referred to
simply as Appendix.16
The representative intermediate ﬁrm produces output yIt = Ztltht,
where Zt is exogenous aggregate productivity. The assumption of a
unit mass of intermediate producers ensures that yIt is also the total output of the intermediate sector. We assume that Zt and Z⁎t follow a bivariate AR(1) process in logs, with Home (Foreign) productivity subject to
innovations εt (ε⁎t ). The diagonal elements of the autoregressive matrix
Φ, Φ11 and Φ22, measure the persistence of exogenous productivity
and are strictly between 0 and 1, and the off-diagonal elements Φ12
and Φ21 measure productivity spillovers. The productivity innovations
14
Since we will abstract from producer heterogeneity and endogenous determination of
the range of traded consumption varieties, the total number of Home (Foreign) varieties
available to Home (Foreign) consumers will also be the number of varieties imported by
Foreign (Home). This will imply mass(Ωd) = mass(Ωx), mass(Ωd,t) = mass(Ωx,t),
mass(Ω⁎d) = mass(Ω⁎x), and mass(Ωd,t⁎) = mass(Ωx,t⁎). Ghironi and Melitz (2005) introduce
heterogeneity and endogenous determination of the traded set in an international macroeconomic model with C.E.S. Dixit-Stiglitz preferences.
15
Endogenous separation would require the introduction of worker heterogeneity. In
principle, this would make it possible to study the consequences of reductions in ﬁring
costs as in Cacciatore and Fiori (2016). However, introducing worker heterogeneity in
the presence of nominal wage stickiness would pose a complicated technical challenge.
While abstracting from these ingredients is a limit in the light of policy debates and recent
reforms (for instance, in Italy), we conjecture based on Cacciatore and Fiori's results that
the additional complication would not alter our main messages.
16
Available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jinteco.2015.11.002.
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εt and ε⁎t are normally distributed with zero mean and variancecovariance matrix Σε;ε .
Intermediate goods producers sell their output to ﬁnal producers at
a real price φt in units of consumption. Intermediate producers choose
the number of vacancies, υt, and employment, lt, to maximize the expected present discounted value of their proﬁt stream:
Et

∞
X
s¼t

βs−t



uC;s
ws
ϑ
φs Z s ls hs − ls hs −κυs − π2w;s ls ;
uC;t
Ps
2

where uC,t denotes the marginal utility of consumption in period t, subject to the law of motion of employment. Future proﬁts are discounted
with the stochastic discount factor of domestic households, who are
assumed to own Home ﬁrms.
Combining the ﬁrst-order conditions for vacancies and employment
yields the following job creation equation:

κ
κ
wtþ1
ϑ
¼ Et βt;tþ1 ð1−λÞ
þ φtþ1 Z tþ1 htþ1 −
htþ1 − π2w;tþ1
P tþ1
qt
qtþ1
2

; ð1Þ

where βt,t + 1≡βuC,t + 1/uC,t is the one-period-ahead stochastic discount
factor. The job creation condition states that, at the optimum, the vacancy creation cost incurred by the ﬁrm per current match is equal to the
expected discounted value of the vacancy creation cost per future
match, further discounted by the probability of current match survival
1 − λ, plus the future proﬁts from the time-t match. Proﬁts from the
match are the difference between the future marginal revenue product
from the match and its wage cost, including nominal wage adjustment
costs.
2.3. Wage and hours
The nominal wage is the solution to an individual Nash
bargaining problem, and the wage payment divides the match surplus between workers and ﬁrms. Due to the presence of nominal rigidity, we assume that bargaining occurs over the nominal wage
rather than the real wage, following Arseneau and Chugh (2008),
Gertler et al. (2008), and Thomas (2008). With zero costs of nominal wage adjustment (ϑ = 0), the real wage that emerges would
be identical to the one obtained from bargaining directly over the
real wage. This is no longer the case in the presence of adjustment
costs.
We relegate the details of wage determination to the Appendix. We
show there that the equilibrium sharing rule can be written as ηw,tHt =
(1 − ηw,t)Jt, where ηw,t is the equilibrium bargaining share of ﬁrms, Ht is
worker surplus, and Jt is ﬁrm surplus (see the Appendix for the expressions). As in Gertler and Trigari (2009), the equilibrium bargaining
share is time-varying due to the presence of wage adjustment costs. Absent these costs, we would have a time-invariant bargaining share
ηw,t = η, where η is the weight of ﬁrm surplus in the Nash bargaining
problem. Importantly, wage rigidity implies that ηw,t is procyclical, and
its steady-state level is an increasing function of wage and product
price inﬂation.
The bargained wage satisﬁes:
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where v(ht)/uC,t + b is the worker's outside option (the utility value
of leisure plus an unemployment beneﬁt b), and ιt is the probability
of becoming employed at time t, deﬁned by ιt ≡ Mt/Ut. With ﬂexible
wages, the third term in the right-hand side of this equation reduces
to (1 − η)ιt E t (β t,t + 1 J t + 1 ), or, in equilibrium, κ(1 − η)ιt /q t .

In this case, the real wage bill per worker is a linear
combination—determined by the constant bargaining parameter
η—of the worker's outside option and the marginal revenue product
generated by the worker (net of wage adjustment costs) plus the expected discounted continuation value of the match to the ﬁrm (adjusted for the probability of employment). When wages are sticky,
the current wage bill reﬂects also expected changes in bargaining
shares.
As common practice in the literature, we assume that hours per
worker are determined by ﬁrms and workers in a privately efﬁcient
way to maximize the joint surplus of the employment relation,
Jt + Ht. (See, among others, Thomas, 2008; Trigari, 2009.) Maximization yields a standard intratemporal optimality condition for hours
worked that equates the marginal revenue product of hours per
worker to the marginal rate of substitution between consumption
and leisure: vh,t/u C,t = φtZt, where v h,t is the marginal disutility of
effort.
2.3.1. Final goods production
In each country, there is a continuum of monopolistically competitive ﬁnal-sector ﬁrms, each of them producing a different variety.17
Final goods are produced using domestic intermediate inputs, and
they are sold domestically and abroad.18
Absent trade costs, and since all goods are traded in the model,
the law of one price holds, implying that: px,t(ω) = pd,t(ω) and px;t ¼
pd;t, where pd;t and px;t are the maximum prices that Home producer ω
can charge in the Home and Foreign markets while still having positive market share. Differently from Bergin and Feenstra (2001),
translog preferences do not imply pricing-to-market in our model.
This happens because producers face the same elasticity of substitutions across domestic and export markets when all goods are
traded.19 The only difference implied by translog preferences relative to the C.E.S. case is that the symmetric elasticity of substitution
is not constant, but it varies in response to changes in the number
of competitors.
As shown in the Appendix, total demand for ﬁnal Home producer ω
can be written as:

yd;t ðωÞ þ yx;t ðωÞ ¼ σ ln

!
 −ϕ h
i
pd;t
P d;t
P d;t
;
ð1−α ÞY Ct þ αQ ϕt Y C
t
pd;t ðωÞ pd;t ðωÞ P t

where YCt and YCt ⁎ denote aggregate demand of the ﬁnal consumption basket at Home and abroad, recognizing that aggregate demand of the ﬁnal basket in each country includes sources other
than household consumption. Aggregate demand in each country
takes the same Armington form as the country's consumption basket, with the same elasticity of substitution ϕ N 0 between demand
⁎ at Home,
sub-bundles of Home and Foreign products (Yd,t and Yx,t
⁎ and Yx,t in Foreign), which take the same translog form as
and Yd,t
the sub-bundles in consumption. This ensures that the consumption price index and the price sub-indexes for the translog consumption aggregators in each country are also the price index and
17
Following the convention in BGM, Ghironi and Melitz (2005), and much macroeconomic literature, we refer to an individual ﬁnal-good producer as a ﬁrm. However, as
discussed in BGM and Ghironi and Melitz (2005), ﬁnal-sector productive units in the model are best interpreted as product lines at multi-product ﬁrms whose boundaries we leave
unspeciﬁed by exploiting continuity. In this interpretation, producer entry and exit capture the product-switching dynamics within ﬁrms documented by Bernard et al. (2010).
18
We do not assume separate productivity shocks in the ﬁnal production sector, which
implies that marginal production cost in this sector is simply φt. However, if we re-cast
intermediate-sector ﬁrms as the “labor-intensive” departments of (integrated) ﬁnalsector ﬁrms, Zt measures the effectiveness of labor in ﬁnal goods production.
19
See the Appendix for the proof. The absence of trade barriers from our model is consistent with the operation of the European Union's Single Market. Transition to the euro
narrowed price dispersion across country markets (Martin and Méjean, 2013), supporting
the law of one price as a reasonable ﬁrst approximation to reality.
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sub-indexes for aggregate demand of the ﬁnal basket and subbundles.
We introduce price stickiness by following Rotemberg (1982)
and assuming that ﬁnal producers must pay a quadratic price adjustment cost Γt(ω) ≡ νπ2d,t(ω)pd,t(ω)(yd,t(ω) + yx,t(ω))/2, where ν ≥ 0
determines the size of the adjustment cost (prices are ﬂexible if
ν = 0) and πd,t (ω) ≡ (p d,t (ω)/p d,t − 1 (ω)) − 1. 20 (In the Appendix,
we also consider the case of price indexation.) When a new ﬁnalgood ﬁrm sets the price of its output for the ﬁrst time, we appeal
to symmetry across producers and interpret the t − 1 price in the
expression of the price adjustment cost as the notional price that
the ﬁrm would have set at time t − 1 if it had been producing in
that period. An intuition for this simplifying assumption is that all
producers (even those that are setting the price for the ﬁrst time)
must buy the bundle of goods Γt(ω)/Pt when implementing a price
decision.21
Total real proﬁts are given by d t(ω) = [p d,t(ω)(1 − νπ2d,t(ω)/
2)/P t − φ t](y d,t (ω) + yx,t (ω)). All proﬁts are returned to households as dividends. Firms maximize the expected present
discounted value of the stream of current and future real proﬁts:
∞

Et ∑ ½βð1−δÞs−t ðuC;s =uC;t Þds ðωÞ . Future proﬁts are discounted
s¼t

with the Home household's stochastic discount factor, as Home
households are assumed to own Home ﬁnal goods ﬁrms. As
discussed below, there is a probability δ ∈ (0, 1) that each ﬁnal
good producer is hit by an exogenous, exit-inducing shock at the
end of each period. Therefore, discounting is adjusted for the
probability of ﬁrm survival.
Optimal price setting implies that the (real) output price
ρ d,t (ω)≡p d,t(ω) /P t is equal to a markup μ t (ω) over marginal cost
φ t : ρ d,t (ω) = μ t (ω)φ t . The endogenous, time-varying markup
μ t (ω) is given by μ t (ω)≡θ t (ω)/[(θ t (ω) − 1)Ξ t ], where
θ t(ω) = − ∂ ln(yd,t(ω) + y x,t (ω))/∂ ln ρd,t(ω) denotes the price
elasticity of total demand for variety ω, and:
ν
ν
Ξt ≡ 1− π2d;t ðωÞþ
2
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There are two sources of endogenous markup variation in our
model: First, translog preferences imply that substitutability across varieties increases with the number of available varieties. As a consequence,
the price elasticity of total demand facing producer ω increases when
the number of Home producers is larger. Second, price stickiness introduces an additional source of markup variation as the cost of adjusting
prices gives ﬁrms an incentive to change their markups over time in
order to smooth price changes across periods. When prices are ﬂexible
(ν = 0), only the ﬁrst source of markup variation is present, and the
markup reduces to θt(ω)/(θt(ω) − 1).
Given the law of one price, the real export price (relative to the
Foreign price index P t⁎ ) is given by ρ x,t (ω)≡p x,t (ω)/Pt⁎ = p d,t (ω)/
20
The total real adjustment cost can be interpreted as the bundle of goods that the ﬁrm
needs to purchase when implementing a price change. The size of this bundle is assumed
to be larger when the size of the ﬁrm (measured by its revenue) increases.
21
As noted in Bilbiie et al. (2008a), this assumption is consistent with both Rotemberg
(1982) and our timing assumption below. Speciﬁcally, new entrants behave as the (constant number of) price setters in Rotemberg, where an initial condition for the price is dictated by nature. In our framework, new entrants at any time t who start producing and
setting prices at t + 1 are subject to an analogous assumption. Moreover, the assumption
that a new entrant, at the time of its ﬁrst price decision, knows what will turn out to be the
average Home product price last period is consistent with the assumption that entrants
start producing only one period after entry, hence being able to observe the average product price during the entry period. Symmetry of the equilibrium will imply
pd,t − 1(ω) = pd,t − 1 ∀ ω. Bilbiie et al. (2008a) show that relaxing the assumption that
new price setters are subject to the same rigidity as incumbents yields signiﬁcantly different results only if the average rate of product turnover is unrealistically high.
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P ⁎t = ρd,t(ω)/Q t = μt(ω)φt/Q t, where Q t is the consumption-based
real exchange rate: Q t ≡ Pt⁎/Pt.
2.4. Producer entry and exit
Prior to entry, ﬁnal sector ﬁrms face a sunk entry cost fE,t in units of
intermediate input.22 Sunk entry costs reﬂect both a technological constraint (fT,t) and administrative costs related to regulation ( fR,t),
i.e., fE,t ≡ fT,t + fR,t. In every period t, there is an unbounded mass of prospective entrants in the ﬁnal goods sector in each country. Prospective
entrants are forward-looking and form rational expectations of their future proﬁts ds in any period s N t subject to the exogenous probability δ of
incurring an exit-inducing shock at the end of each period. Following
BGM and Ghironi and Melitz (2005), we introduce a time-to-build lag
in the model and assume that entrants at time t will start producing
only at t + 1. Prospective entrants compute their expected postentry value e t , given by the expected present discounted value of
the stream of per-period proﬁts d s: e t = E t∑ s∞ = t + 1 [β(1 −
δ)]s − t(uC,s/uC,t)ds. Entry occurs until ﬁrm value is equalized to the
entry cost, leading to the free entry condition et = φt fE,t.23 Our assumptions on exit shocks and the timing of entry and production
imply that the law of motion for the number of producing Home
ﬁrms is given by Nt = (1 − δ)(Nt − 1 + NE,t − 1).
2.5. Household budget constraint and intertemporal decisions
The representative household can invest in two types of assets: shares
in mutual funds of ﬁnal-sector and intermediate-sector ﬁrms and a noncontingent, internationally traded bond denominated in units of the
common currency.24 Investment in the mutual fund of ﬁnal-sector
ﬁrms in the stock market is the mechanism through which household
savings are made available to prospective entrants to cover their entry
costs. Since there is no entry in the intermediate sector (and, therefore,
no need to channel resources from households for the ﬁnancing of such
entry), we do not model trade in intermediate-sector equity explicitly,
but simply assume that the proﬁts of intermediate sector ﬁrms are rebated to households in lump-sum fashion.25
Let xt be the share in the mutual fund of Home ﬁnal-sector ﬁrms held
by the representative household entering period t. The mutual fund
pays a total proﬁt in each period (in units of currency) that is equal to
the total proﬁt of all ﬁrms that produce in that period, PtNtdt. During period t, the representative household buys xt + 1 shares in a mutual fund
of Nt + NE,t ﬁrms (those already operating at time t and the new entrants). Only a fraction 1 − δ of these ﬁrms will produce and pay dividends at time t + 1. Since the household does not know which ﬁrms
will be hit by the exogenous exit shock δ at the end of period t, it ﬁnances the continuing operation of all pre-existing ﬁrms and all new entrants during period t. The date t price of a claim to the future proﬁt
stream of the mutual fund of Nt + NE,t ﬁrms is equal to the nominal
price of claims to future proﬁts of Home ﬁrms, Ptet.
Let At + 1 denote nominal bond holdings at Home entering period
t + 1. To induce steady-state determinacy and stationary responses to
temporary shocks in the model, we follow Turnovsky (1985) and, more recently, Benigno (2009), and we assume a quadratic cost of adjusting bond
22
This assumption replicates the assumption in BGM and Ghironi and Melitz (2005) that
the same input is used to produce existing varieties and create new ones.
23
This condition holds as equality in each period as long as the mass of new entrants NE,t
is always positive. We veriﬁed that this is the case in our exercises.
24
For simplicity, we assume extreme home bias in equity holdings and rule out international trade in ﬁrm shares. See Hamano (2015) for a version of the Ghironi and Melitz
(2005) model with international trade in equities.
25
As long as the wage negotiated by workers and ﬁrms is inside the bargaining set (and,
therefore, smaller than or equal to the ﬁrm's outside option), the surplus from a match that
goes to the ﬁrm is positive, even if intermediate producers are perfectly competitive. Since
all workers are identical, the total surplus of the intermediate sector is positive, and so is
the proﬁt rebated to households.
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holdings τ(At + 1/Pt)2/2 (in units of Home consumption). This cost is paid
to ﬁnancial intermediaries whose only function is to collect these transaction fees and rebate the revenue to households in lump-sum fashion.
The Home household's period budget constraint is:




τ Atþ1 2
þ P t C t þ xtþ1 Nt þ NE;t P t et
2 Pt
¼ ð1 þ it ÞAt þ xt P t N t ðdt þ et Þ þ wt lt ht þ P t bð1−lt Þ þ T Gt þ T tF þ T It ;

Atþ1 þ P t

In the presence of endogenous producer entry and preferences
that exhibit “love for variety,” an issue concerns the empirically relevant variables that enter the theoretical representation of historical
policy. As highlighted by Ghironi and Melitz (2005) and BGM, the
welfare-consistent aggregate price index Pt can ﬂuctuate even if
product prices remain constant. In the data, however, aggregate
price indexes do not take these variety effects into account.28 To resolve this issue, we follow Ghironi and Melitz (2005) and BGM and
1=ðϕ−1Þ
introduce the data-consistent price index P~ t ≡ Ω
P t , where Ωt
t

where it is the nominal interest rate on the internationally traded bond,
T Gt is a lump-sum transfer (or tax) from the government, T Ft is the lumpsum rebate of the cost of adjusting bond holdings from the ﬁnancial
intermediaries, and T It is the lump-sum rebate of proﬁts from intermediate goods producers.26 We use the timing convention in Obstfeld
and Rogoff (1995) for the nominal interest rate: it + 1 is the interest
rate between t and t + 1, and it is known with certainty in period t.
Let at + 1 ≡ At + 1/Pt denote Home real bond holdings. Euler equations
for bond and share holdings are:
h

−1 i
and
1 þ τatþ1 ¼ ð1 þ itþ1 ÞEt βt;tþ1 1 þ πC;tþ1
et ¼ ð1−δÞEt βt;tþ1 ðdtþ1 þ etþ1 Þ ;
where πC,t ≡ (Pt/Pt − 1) − 1 is net consumer price inﬂation. As expected,
forward iteration of the equation for shares and absence of speculative
bubbles yield the expression for ﬁrm value used in the free entry condition above.27 We present the details of the symmetric equilibrium of our
model economy in the Appendix, and we limit ourselves to presenting
the law of motion for net foreign assets below.
2.6. Net foreign assets and the trade balance
Bonds are in zero net supply, which implies the equilibrium condition a t + 1 + Q t a ⁎ t + 1 = 0 in all periods. We show
in the Appendix that Home net foreign assets are determined
by:
atþ1 ¼ ð1 þ r t Þat þ Nt ρd;t yx;t −N t Q t ρd;t yx;t ;

is an adjustment for product variety deﬁned by:
~
N−N
t
Ωt ≡ ð1−α Þexp
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2σ NN
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N
t
þ α exp
;
~  N
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where exp(X) denotes the exponential of X to avoid confusion with
the notation for ﬁrm value. Multiplication of the welfare-consistent
− 1)
removes unmeasured, pure variety effects
price index by Ω1/(ϕ
t
and delivers a price index that is closer to available CPI data. 29
Given any variable Xt in units of consumption, we then construct its
1

data-consistent counterpart as X R;t ≡ X t =Ωtϕ−1 . (Additional details are
in the Appendix.)
Given data-consistent price indexes and GDPs for Home and Foreign,
we assume the following interest rate rule to describe historical policy:


ϱπ  U ϱY
~ UC;t
Y~ g;t
1 þ itþ1 ¼ ð1 þ it Þϱi ð1 þ iÞ 1 þ π
γ

1−γπ

~ C;t ≡ π
~ C;t
~ C;tπ π
where π
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1−ϱi

;

ð3Þ

is data-consistent, union-wide CPI inﬂation, and

U
γ ~ 1−γ ~
Y~ g;t ≡ Y~ g;tY Y~ g;t Y is the data-consistent, union-wide GDP gap. Since
Home and Foreign have identical size, we set γπ = γỸ = 0.5.30
Table 1 summarizes the key equilibrium conditions of the model, including the policy rule (3). We rearranged some equations appropriately for transparency of comparison to the planner's optimum described
below, which we will use to build intuition for the tradeoffs facing the
Ramsey policymaker.

3.2. Ramsey-optimal monetary policy
where 1 + rt ≡ (1 + it)/(1 + πC,t) denotes the real interest rate. The
change in net foreign assets between t and t + 1 is determined by the
current account: at + 1 − at = CAt ≡ rtat + TBt, where TBt is the trade
⁎ yx,t
⁎.
balance: TBt ≡ Ntρd,tyx,t − N⁎t Q tρd,t
3. Monetary policy
We compare the Ramsey-optimal conduct of monetary policy to a
representation of historical behavior for the central bank of our model
EMU, captured by a standard rule for interest rate setting in the spirit
of Taylor (1993), Woodford (2003), and much other literature.
3.1. Data-consistent variables and historical monetary policy

The Ramsey central bank maximizes aggregate welfare under the
constraints of the competitive economy. Let Λ 1,t , …, Λ 20,t be the
Lagrange multipliers associated with the equilibrium conditions in
Table 1 (excluding the interest rate rule).31 The Ramsey problem
consists of choosing {Λ1,t, …, Λ20,t}∞
t = 0 and
n
o∞


πC;t ; π C;t ; π w;t ; π w;t ; C t ; C t ; lt ; lt ; V t ; V t ; J t ; J t ; ht ; ht ; ρd;t ; ρd;t ; Ntþ1 ; N tþ1 ; Q t ; itþ1 ; atþ1
;
t¼0

to maximize:
E0

∞
X
t¼0

The ECB has a mandate of price stability deﬁned in terms of a (harmonized) index of consumer price inﬂation. Since we will calibrate
the model to features of EMU, we specify historical interest rate setting
for our model ECB as a rule in which policy responds to movements in a
country-weighted average of CPI inﬂation and GDP gaps relative to the
equilibrium with ﬂexible wages and prices.
26

In equilibrium,

T Gt ¼ −P t bð1−lt Þ; T tF ¼ P t
27
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We omit the transversality conditions that must be satisﬁed to ensure optimality.

βt


1
1       
ðuðC t Þ−lt vðht ÞÞ þ u C t −lt v ht
2
2

ð4Þ

28
There is much empirical evidence that gains from variety are mostly unmeasured in
CPI data, as documented most recently by Broda and Weinstein (2010).
29
See also Feenstra (1994).
30
Benigno (2004) shows that the optimal inﬂation target for the central bank of a monetary union should attach a larger weight to inﬂation in the country where nominal rigidity is more pervasive. We abstract from differences in nominal rigidity across countries in
our exercise, which is consistent with setting γπ = 0.5 in the absence of asymmetries. We
explore below the consequences of optimally determining γπ and γ Y~ in the presence of
asymmetries in market regulation.
31
We assume that the other variables that appear in the table have been substituted out
by using the appropriate equations and deﬁnitions above.
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Table 1
Model summary.
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Table 2
Social planner.
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(16)
ϱ
U ϱY 1−ϱi
~ UC;t Þ π ðY~ g;t Þ 
π

lt = (1 − λ)lt − 1 + χ(1 + lt − 1)1− εVtε− 1
ε
l⁎t = (1 − λ)lt⁎− 1 + χ(1 + lt⁎− 1)1− εVt⁎− 1

Þ
1 ¼ Et fβ t;tþ1 ½εqκ ðρd;tþ1 Z tþ1 htþ1 −vðh
Þ þ ½1−λ−ð1−εÞιtþ1 qq g
u

(13)
(14)
(15)
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t
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þEt fβ t;tþ1 J tþ1 ½ð1−λÞð1−ηw;t Þ−ð1−λ−ιt Þð1−ηw;tþ1 Þηη g

vh,t/uC,t = φtZt
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ð1 þ π w;t Þ ¼ w w =P
ð1 þ π C;t Þ
=P
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tþ1




tþ1

C;tþ1

t

C;t

(2)

t

C;tþ1



1 ¼ Et fβ t;tþ1 ½ð1−λÞqq þ qκ ðφtþ1 Z tþ1 htþ1 −wP htþ1 −ϑ2 π 2
w;tþ1 Þg

t

tþ1

~
1−ϕ
N−N
Þ1−ϕ þ α½Q1 ρd;t expð2σ
~ Þ
NN

(21)

Note: C, C⁎, ρd, ρd⁎, l, l⁎, V, V⁎, N, N⁎, w/P, w⁎/P⁎, h, h⁎, πw, πw⁎, πC, πC⁎, i, Q, and a are the 21
endogenous variables determined by these equations. Other variables that appear in the
table are determined as described in the text.

subject to the constraints in Table 1 (excluding the interest rate
rule).32
As common practice in the literature, we write the original nonstationary Ramsey problem in recursive stationary form by enlarging
the planner's state space with additional (pseudo) co-state variables.
Such co-state variables track the value to the planner of committing to
the pre-announced policy plan along the dynamics.
4. Inefﬁciency wedges and policy tradeoffs
The Ramsey planner uses its policy instrument (the interest rate) to
address the consequences of a set of distortions that exist in the market
economy. To understand these distortions and the tradeoffs they create
for optimal policy, it is instructive to compare the equilibrium conditions of the market economy summarized in Table 1 to those implied
by the solution to the ﬁrst-best, optimal planning problem. This allows
us to deﬁne inefﬁciency wedges for the market economy (relative to
the planner's optimum) and describe Ramsey policy in terms of its implications for these wedges.
We relegate the details of the planning problem and the analytical derivation of the inefﬁciency wedges to the Appendix. Table 2
summarizes the equilibrium conditions for the efﬁcient allocation,
and Table 3 summarizes the distortions that characterize the
decentralized economy.

(8)
t

tþ1


t

tþ1

(9)
(10)

¼ ρd;t Z t

(11)

¼ ρd;t Z t

(12)

Q t ¼ uu

C;t
C;t

(13)

Note: C, C⁎, ρd, ρd⁎, l, l⁎, V, V⁎, h, h⁎, N, N⁎, and Qt are the 13 endogenous variables
determined by these equations. Other variables that appear in the table are determined
as described in the text.

The distortions affect ﬁve margins of adjustment and the resource constraint for consumption output:
Product creation margin: Several distortions impinge on the product
creation margin in each country. Bilbiie et al. (2008b) show that
time-variation of markups is inefﬁcient. In our model, the markup
is time-varying because of translog preferences and sticky prices.
We summarize this source of inefﬁciency with the distortion effect
ϒμ,t ≡ (μt − 1/μt) − 1. Moreover, both price stickiness and translog
preferences imply that the (time-varying) net markup is not aligned
with the beneﬁt of product variety to consumers, resulting in the
misalignment effect ϒN,t ≡ μt − 1(1 − 1/μt − νπ2d,t/2) − 1/(2σNt).
These distortions are at work in Bilbiie et al. (2014)—BFG below.
The product creation margin in our model is distorted also by the existence of a non-technological component, fR,t, of the overall entry
cost, fE,t, which results in the regulation distortion ϒR,t ≡ fR,t. 33 The
distortions ϒμ,t, ϒN,t, ϒR,t combine into a wedge ΣPC,t that differentiates the Euler equation for product creation in the market economy
from the corresponding equation in the planner's optimum.
Job creation margin: A wedge ΣJC,t similarly results from several distortions that affect each economy's job creation margin. Monopoly
power distorts the job creation decision by inducing a suboptimally
low return from vacancy posting, captured by ϒφ,t ≡ (1/μt) − 1.
Failure of the Hosios condition (for which equality of the ﬁrm's
bargaining share and the vacancy elasticity of the matching function
is necessary for efﬁciency in the absence of other distortions) is an
additional distortion in this margin, measured by ϒη,t ≡ ηw,t − ε.34
The distortion ϒη,t is affected both by the ﬂexible-wage value of the
bargaining share (η, which can be different from ε) and the presence
of wage stickiness, which makes the equilibrium bargaining share
endogenous to inﬂation. Moreover, sticky wages distort job creation
also by affecting the outside option of ﬁrms through the additional
term ϒ πw ;t ≡ϑπ2w;t =2. Finally, unemployment beneﬁts increase the
workers' outside option above its efﬁcient level: ϒb,t ≡ b.

4.1. Inefﬁciency wedges
Our model features several sources of distortion: Some are familiar
ingredients in New Keynesian macroeconomics; Others arise from our
microfoundation of product and labor market dynamics and frictions.
32
In the primal approach to Ramsey policy problems described by Lucas and Stokey
(1983), the competitive equilibrium is expressed in terms of a minimal set of relations involving only real allocations. In the presence of sticky prices and wages, it is impossible to
reduce the Ramsey planner's problem to a maximization problem with a single
implementability constraint.

33
Bilbiie et al. (2008b) and Chugh and Ghironi (2015) consider the case fR,t = − τEt fT,t
and discuss the determination of optimal product creation subsidies τEt in a ﬁrst- or
second-best environment, respectively. We focus on the consequences of an exogenous
deregulation that reduces non-technological barriers to entry, abstracting from the issue
of optimal entry subsidies (or taxes).
34
In the presence of other distortions, the basic, ﬂexible-wage Hosios condition η = ε
must be adjusted to include an appropriate additional term in order to deliver efﬁciency
in job creation. We are grateful to Sanjay Chugh and Guillaume Rocheteau for clarifying
this point. For simplicity of exposition and consistency with much literature (for instance,
Arseneau and Chugh, 2012), we simply refer to the condition η = ε as the Hosios condition
below.
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Labor supply margin: With endogenous labor supply, monopoly
power in product markets induces a misalignment of relative prices
between consumption goods and leisure, resulting in the wedge
Σh,t ≡ ϒφ,t + 1, which is time-varying because of translog preferences
and sticky prices. Except for translog preferences, this is the distortion that characterizes standard New Keynesian models with
monopolistic competition, which typically assume C.E.S. Dixit and
Stiglitz (1977) preferences. This distortion is at work also in BFG.
The prescription of price stability that arises from many New
Keynesian models in which price stickiness is the only cause of
markup variation can be interpreted as a prescription of smoothing
the dynamics of the wedge Σh,t.
Cross-country risk sharing margin: Incomplete markets imply departures from efﬁcient risk sharing across countries resulting in
the wedge ΣRS;t ≡ðuC  ;t =uC;t Þ=Q t . This wedge is affected also by the
costs of adjusting bond holdings, which introduce the distortion
Υa,t ≡ τat + 1 and its Foreign mirror image in the Euler equations
for Home and Foreign holdings of bonds.35
International relative price margin: As long as the model does not
satisfy the conditions such that a ﬁxed exchange rate is optimal,
monetary union distorts real exchange rate dynamics by removing
adjustment through the nominal exchange rate: Q t/Q t − 1 =
⁎ )/(1 + πC,t).36 This distortion cannot be summarized into
(1 + πC,t
an analytically deﬁned wedge because the planned economy does
not feature nominal rigidity. (As a consequence, Table 3 does not
include an expression for this distortion.)
Consumption resource constraint: Sticky wages and prices and “red
tape” imply diversion of resources from consumption and creation of
new product lines and vacancies, with the distortions ϒ πw ;t ≡ϑπ 2w;t =2,
ϒ πd ;t ≡ νπ2d;t =2, and ϒR,t combining into a wedge ΣY C ;t .
The market allocation is efﬁcient if and only if all the distortions are
eliminated and the associated inefﬁciency wedges are closed at all
points in time.37
4.2. Tradeoffs and intuitions for optimal policy
The Ramsey central bank optimally uses its leverage on the economy
via the sticky-price and sticky-wage distortions, trading off their costs
(including the resource costs) against the possibility of addressing the
distortions that characterize the market economy under ﬂexible
wages and prices. Although the model features multiple distortions,
several of them have the same qualitative implications for optimal policy. Therefore, for any given level of market regulation, the Ramsey central bank actually faces a small number of policy tradeoffs—with
intuitive implications for optimal policy—both in the long run and
over the business cycle.
4.2.1. Optimal monetary policy in the long run
It is immediate to verify that long-run inﬂation in product-level and
consumption prices is always symmetric across countries regardless of
symmetry or asymmetry of the calibration. This result follows from the
presence of a common nominal interest rate in the monetary union, the
steady-state Euler equations of households, and the expressions of price
35
The standard risk sharing condition under complete markets implies uC  ;t =uC;t ¼ ϰQ t ,
where ϰ is a constant of proportionality that captures asymmetries in the initial steadystate position of the two economies. Under assumption of zero initial net foreign assets
and symmetric countries, it is ϰ = 1, implying the expression we are assuming for the risk
sharing wedge.
36
With ﬂexible exchange rates, it would be Qt/Qt − 1 = (1 + πC,t⁎)St/[(1 + πC,t)St − 1],
where St is the nominal exchange rate (units of Home currency per unit of Foreign
currency).
37
Given our deﬁnitions of distortions and wedges, this implies
ΣPC,t = ΣJC,t = Σh,t = ΣRS,t = 1 and ΣY C ;t ¼ 0.

Table 3
Distortions.
Time-varying markup∗, product creation

ϒ μ;t ≡ μμ −1
t−1
t

ϒ N;t ≡ μ t−1 ð1− −
1
μt

ϒR,t ≡ fR,t
ϒ φ;t ≡ μ1 −1
t

ϒη,t ≡ ηw,t − ε
ϒb,t ≡ b
ϒ Q;t ≡ uu =Q t
C;t
C;t

ϒa,t ≡ τat + 1
ϒ πw ;t ≡ ϑ2 π2w;t
ϒ πd ;t ≡ ν2π2d;t
∗
∗∗

ν
2

π 2d;t Þ−2σ1Nt

Misalignment between markup and beneﬁt from
variety∗, product creation
Regulation costs, product creation, resource constraint
Monopoly power and time-varying markup∗, job
creation and labor supply
Failure of the Hosios condition∗∗, job creation
Unemployment beneﬁts, job creation
Incomplete markets, risk sharing
Cost of adjusting bond holdings, risk sharing
Wage adjustment costs, resource constraint and job
creation
Price adjustment costs, resource constraint

From translog preferences and sticky prices.
From sticky wages and/or η ≠ ε.

indexes: 1 + πd = 1 + πC = β(1 + i) = 1 + πC⁎ = 1 + πd⁎. Moreover,
wage inﬂation is always equal to producer price inﬂation: πd = πw.
To begin understanding policy incentives in the long run, notice that
a symmetric long-run equilibrium with constant endogenous variables
eliminates some distortions: A constant markup removes the markup
variation distortion from the product creation margin (ϒμ = 0); The
risk-sharing distortion of incomplete markets is eliminated in the deterministic steady state, and constant, zero net foreign assets eliminate the
effect of bond adjustment costs, so that ΣRS = 1; Finally, symmetry also
eliminates the international relative price distortion of monetary union
by implying Q = 1.
All the remaining steady-state distortions but the costs of wage and
price adjustment require a reduction of markups. As discussed in Bilbiie
et al. (2008b) and BFG, translog preferences imply that the steady-state,
ﬂexible-price markup is higher than the beneﬁt of product variety to the
consumer. Ceteris paribus, this results in suboptimal product creation.
Smaller net markups contribute to realigning the ﬁrms' incentive for
product creation and the consumers' beneﬁt from variety. Moreover, a
smaller markup narrows the wedge in labor supply and results in increased vacancy posting by ﬁrms. A decrease in steady-state markups
can be achieved by means of positive net inﬂation. At the same time,
since πd = πw, positive inﬂation implies a departure from the Hosios
condition (the steady-state level of ηw,t rises above ε), increasing the
bargaining power of ﬁrms. Compared to the zero inﬂation outcome, a
positive long-run inﬂation rate can reduce the inefﬁciency wedges in
product creation (ΣPC), job creation (ΣJC), and labor supply (Σh). However, the Ramsey authority must trade the beneﬁcial welfare effects of reducing these distortions against the costs of non-zero inﬂation implied
by allocating resources to price and wage changes and by the departure
from the Hosios condition.

4.2.2. Optimal monetary policy over the business cycle
Stochastic ﬂuctuations in aggregate productivity modify the policy
tradeoffs facing the Ramsey authority by reintroducing the distortions
eliminated by symmetry and absence of time variation in steady state.
Moreover, Ramsey-optimal long-run policy does not close the remaining steady-state inefﬁciency wedges completely. Thus, the Home and
Foreign economies ﬂuctuate around a steady state where markups
and unemployment are inefﬁciently high. As a result, shocks trigger
larger ﬂuctuations in product and labor markets (in both economies)
than in the efﬁcient allocation: Both producer entry and unemployment
are suboptimally volatile.
What are the policy tradeoffs facing the Ramsey central bank over
the business cycle? First, as in steady state, there is a tension between
the beneﬁcial effects of manipulating inﬂation and its costs. Second,
there is a tradeoff between stabilizing price inﬂation (which contributes
to stabilizing markups) and wage inﬂation (which stabilizes
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unemployment) in the country affected by a shock. Therefore, it is impossible to stabilize unemployment and markups jointly. Third, there
is a tension between stabilizing the Home and Foreign economies in response to asymmetric shocks.
These three policy tradeoffs explain why a policy of price stability can
be suboptimal: Under this policy, wage inﬂation is too volatile, and markup stabilization correspondingly too strong. Following ﬂuctuations in aggregate productivity, sticky wages and positive unemployment beneﬁts
generate real wage rigidities, i.e., a positive (negative) productivity
shock is not fully absorbed by the rise (fall) of the real wage, affecting
job creation over the cycle. Higher Home productivity pushes the real
wage above its steady-state level, as the real value of existing matches
has increased. Under a policy of price stability, the effect of wage stickiness is magniﬁed, since the real wage becomes even more rigid. Firms
post too many vacancies and, in equilibrium, nominal wage adjustment
costs are too large.38

5. Optimal Inﬂation and the monetary policy response to
market deregulation
How does market deregulation affect optimal monetary policy?
Structural policy changes pose a set of challenges for the central bank.
First, reforms have permanent effects that may alter the optimal longrun inﬂation target. Second, monetary policy can shape the dynamic adjustment to the new long-run equilibrium. Third, deregulation affects
the way economies respond to aggregate shocks, with consequences
for the optimal conduct of monetary policy over the business cycle. Finally, new policy tradeoffs emerge for the central bank if deregulation
is asymmetric across members of the monetary union, raising the question of desirability of coordinated reforms.
In this Section, we study the optimal monetary policy response to
market deregulation during the transition dynamics and in the long run.
In the next Section, we consider monetary policy over the business
cycle. We use numerical illustrations to substantiate the general intuitions
presented in the previous Section. We calibrate the model to match quarterly Euro Area macroeconomic data from 1995:Q1 to 2013:Q1. In the Appendix, we present a detailed description of our calibration, which is
assumed symmetric across countries. Following standard practice, we
set parameter values so that the model replicates long-run features of
the data in the zero-inﬂation steady state. We show in the Appendix
that the model successfully replicates several features of the Euro Area
business cycle, including (at least qualitatively) moments that represent
a traditional challenge for international business cycle models. The Appendix also presents a summary of results obtained from a sensitivity
analysis on the values of several key parameters. Our results are robust
to the alternative calibrations we consider.
In our exercises, we assume that both countries start at high
levels of regulation and consider a joint reduction in goods and
labor market regulation. (The cases of separate product and labor
market reforms are presented in the Appendix. Many results are
qualitatively similar to the case of comprehensive product and
labor market reform we focus on here.) We study both symmetric
and asymmetric reforms across the two members of the monetary
union. 39 Product market deregulation is modeled as a permanent
38
Notice, however, that a policy that completely stabilizes wage inﬂation is also suboptimal. In this case, there would be too much inﬂation and markup volatility, and the response of unemployment would be too small.
39
It could be argued that the scenario in which both countries start at high levels of regulation and one of them deregulates captures features of the dynamics after Germany's labor market reforms initiated by then Chancellor Gerhard Schröder in 2003. The current
debate in Europe would have the countries with rigid markets catch up with Germany.
Our model does not capture the tax reductions that were part of the German experience.
We also explored the scenario in which Foreign deregulates its markets starting from a situation in which Home's markets are already ﬂexible. The dynamics of the Foreign country
in that case are very similar to those of the Home country described below. Details are
available on request.
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decrease of regulatory barriers to product creation, fR. Labor market
reform is instead a permanent reduction of unemployment beneﬁts,
b, and employment protection, proxied by the workers' bargaining
power parameter 1 − η as in Blanchard and Giavazzi (2003). We
treat deregulations as unanticipated, permanent policy shocks that
are fully implemented in the impact period. 40 Market reforms
change the levels of the relevant parameters from the initial EuroArea-based calibration to the levels for the U.S. economy, a standard
benchmark for ﬂexible markets. Details are in the Appendix.41
Given the large size of the deregulation shocks, we compute the
responses to these shocks without relying on local approximations
by using the Newton-type algorithm ﬁrst proposed by Laffargue
(1990). The details of the algorithm can be found in Juillard (1996).
In all the ﬁgures below, the impulse responses of the inefﬁciency
wedges that we plot show the percent changes of the wedge deviations from efﬁciency.
5.1. Asymmetric market deregulation
As shown in Table 4, the optimal long-run target for net inﬂation
under the high regulation scenario of our historical calibration is indeed
positive and equal to 1.15%—in the range of the ECB's mandate. (Inﬂation results in Table 4 are annualized.) Table 5 shows that the welfare
gains from implementing the Ramsey-optimal inﬂation target in the
high-regulation steady state amount to approximately 0.35% of
steady-state consumption.42
The ﬁnding of an optimal positive long-run inﬂation is in contrast
with the prescription of near zero inﬂation delivered by the vast majority of New Keynesian models. While the costs of inﬂation outweigh the beneﬁts of reducing other distortions in those models,
this is no longer the case with a richer microfoundation of product
and labor markets.43 Importantly, the result of a positive Ramsey inﬂation target is not an “automatic” consequence of assuming a form
of nominal rigidity that implies long-run non-neutrality of money. As
shown in BFG, the same form of price stickiness implies a zero
Ramsey-optimal inﬂation target in the sticky-price BGM model if
preferences take the C.E.S. Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) form that is common in the New Keynesian literature. The additional distortions introduced in our model imply the optimality of positive long-run
inﬂation. Moreover, consistent with results in BFG, Table 4 shows
that the optimal long-run inﬂation target increases up to 2.31% in
the presence of both price and wage indexation as commonly
introduced in the literature. The reasons for this result are twofold:
First, indexation lowers the welfare cost associated with a given
40
Deregulations involving changes in legislation are likely anticipated by the time they
happen, and deregulations may be implemented over time. However, our assumption is
a useful benchmark in the absence of information on the duration of parliamentary debates, legislative processes, and implementation periods. We present results on anticipated deregulations in the Appendix.
41
Notice that there is no presumption that the U.S. market regulation levels we use
should be optimal for the Euro Area (or for the United States, for that matter). The optimal
design of product and labor market regulation and reform is a ﬁrst-order issue, which also
raises the question of strategic interactions between government (regulators) and the
central bank. We leave this issue for future research. Results in Bilbiie et al. (2008b) and
Chugh and Ghironi (2015) provide initial insights into optimal product market policy in
the BGM model.
42
We measure the welfare gains from the Ramsey policy by computing the percentage
increase in consumption that would leave households indifferent between policy regimes.
Implementing the optimal policy implies transition dynamics as the Home and Foreign
economies adjust to the new steady state with a positive inﬂation target. Welfare under
the optimal policy accounts also for these transition dynamics. There are no transition dynamics under the historical policy as there is no change in steady-state inﬂation from the
initial level of zero. Note that our results are not sensitive to the choice of (identical) initial
conditions for the state variables. Additional details on our welfare computations are in the
Appendix.
43
A similar result arises in BFG's closed economy model with a Walrasian labor market
and ﬂexible wages. Cacciatore and Ghironi (2012) show that labor market frictions and
sticky wages are sufﬁcient to generate signiﬁcant departures from zero optimal long-run
inﬂation under ﬂexible exchange rates.
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Table 4
Optimal long-run inﬂation.

Table 5
Welfare effects of reforms.

Trend inﬂation
Status quo

No indexation
Ramsey MU
Ramsey Coop

Market Reform
Symmetric

Hist

Ramsey MU

Ramsey coop

Home

Foreign

Home

Foreign

Home

Foreign

7.40
7.78

0.45
7.78

0.35
7.45
7.83

0.35
0.70
7.83

0.35
7.49
7.83

0.35
0.72
7.83

Home

Foreign

Home

Foreign

Home

Foreign

1.15
1.15

1.15
1.15

0.97
0.76

0.97
1.14

0.75
0.75

0.75
0.75

1.19
1.19

0.97
0.72

0.97
1.17

0.71
0.71

0.71
0.71

Price indexation (ιp = 1)
Ramsey MU
1.19
Ramsey Coop
1.19
Wage indexation (ιw = 1)
Ramsey MU
1.10
Ramsey Coop
1.10

1.10
1.10

ΔWelfare

Asymmetric

1.01
0.92

1.01
1.09

0.91
0.91

0.91
0.91

Price and wage indexation (ιp = ιp = 0.5)
Ramsey MU
2.31
2.31
1.94
Ramsey Coop
2.31
2.31
1.53

1.94
2.29

1.51
1.51

1.51
1.51

Note: Ramsey MU ≡ Optimal policy in the monetary union.
Ramsey Coop ≡ Optimal cooperative policy with a ﬂexible exchange rate.
Asymmetric ≡ Home country product and labor market reform.
Symmetric ≡ Home and foreign country product and labor market reform.

long-run inﬂation rate (steady-state adjustment costs are decreasing
in indexation rates). Second, indexation requires larger inﬂation to
achieve a given change in long-run markup and bargaining power
of ﬁrms.44
Consider now a joint reduction in barriers to ﬁrm entry, unemployment beneﬁts, and worker bargaining power in the Home economy.
To understand the optimal monetary policy response to Home deregulation, it is useful ﬁrst to inspect the dynamic adjustment and new
long-run equilibrium under historical policy. We present impulse responses for selected variables in Fig. 1, where solid lines show the
responses for the historical policy case. 45 The reduction in barriers to
entry at Home boosts product creation and results in increased
investment.46 Under ﬁnancial autarky, this would require households
to cut consumption and increase savings to ﬁnance the expansion in
entry: Since we are holding exogenous productivity constant, expansion
of entry after deregulation requires higher saving under ﬁnancial autarky,
as noted by Ghironi and Melitz (2005). With an open capital account, increased entry can also be ﬁnanced by borrowing from abroad. As a result,
the deregulating economy runs a current account deﬁcit during the ﬁrst
part of the transition.47 Consumption rises on impact at Home as part
of the external borrowing is used to increase current consumption in anticipation of higher permanent future income. Producer entry boosts job
creation, lowering unemployment, and wages increase as increased business creation in the downstream sector translates into higher labor demand in intermediate input production. Lower unemployment beneﬁts
and worker bargaining have a moderating effect on wage dynamics, further increasing ﬁrms' vacancy posting and employment.

44
The 2.31% inﬂation target refers to the case in which the degree of price and wage indexation is set equal to 0.5, consistent with the empirical evidence discussed in the Appendix. Notice that, while indexation tends to increase the optimal inﬂation rate, the
relationship is not monotonic. For instance, with full price indexation but no wage indexation, the optimal inﬂation target is 1.19%. The optimal target is similar when considering
full wage indexation without price indexation. Intuitively, the equalization of price and
wage inﬂation in steady state dampens the incentive of the Ramsey authority to increase
inﬂation in the presence of asymmetric degrees of indexation between product prices and
nominal wages.
45
Responses of variables we mention but do not show, as well as responses of other variables, are available on request.
46
The measure of investment in our model is It≡NE,tet.
47
The current account initially deteriorates across all asymmetric deregulation scenarios
we consider. Policymakers and academic literature (for instance, Corsetti et al., 2013) often refer to market reforms as a way to improve competitiveness and rebalance external
positions. Our results show that the beneﬁcial effects of structural reforms may come at
the cost of weaker current accounts at least initially.

Status quo
Asymmetric
Symmetric

Welfare Cost of Business Cycles
Hist

Status quo
Asymmetric
Symmetric

Ramsey MU

Ramsey Coop

Home

Foreign

Home

Foreign

Home

Foreign

0.94
0.62
0.62

0.94
0.93
0.62

0.77
0.54
0.52

0.77
0.74
0.52

0.72
0.49
0.49

0.72
0.71
0.49

Note: Hist ≡ Historical monetary policy;
Ramsey MU ≡ Ramsey-optimal policy in the monetary union;
Ramsey Coop ≡ Ramsey-optimal cooperative policy with ﬂexible exchange rate;
Asymmetric ≡ Home country product and labor market reform;
Symmetric ≡ Home and foreign country product and labor market reform;
ΔWelfare ≡ welfare change.

In contrast to models where product and labor market reform takes
the form of exogenous markup cuts without underlying micro-level dynamics, Home deregulation has an inﬂationary effect, which erodes
markups on impact. Financial and trade linkages imply signiﬁcant spillovers to the Foreign economy along the transition. As Foreign consumers invest at Home, Foreign consumption falls, and unemployment
rises. The dynamics of relative production costs generated by relative
ﬁrm entry and job creation imply that Home's terms of trade
(TOTt≡px,t/px,t⁎) improve in response to the deregulation, with a negative
wealth effect abroad.48
In the second part of the transition, the larger number of available
domestic products lowers markups at Home, boosting GDP, consumption and job creation. In turn, the Foreign economy recovers due to increased demand for its products at Home.
How do the responses to deregulation change under the Ramseyoptimal policy? The optimal policy case is represented by the dashed
lines in Fig. 1. The responses of inﬂation rates show that the Ramsey policy is more expansionary than the ECB's historical behavior, though inﬂation rates remain well within reasonable limits. More aggressive
monetary policy expansion generates higher consumption and lower
unemployment in the ﬁrst two years after the reform. The Ramsey allocation initially induces smaller product creation by increasing inﬂation,
i.e., reducing the real present discounted value of entry. This happens
because the economy starts from a situation in which markups are too
high and incumbents are too small (in the notation introduced for distortions above, ϒN N 0 and ϒφ N 0). However, the Ramsey planner anticipates that the new long-run equilibrium will feature lower markups, a
larger number of producers of more signiﬁcant size, and higher aggregate employment. Therefore, the optimal policy reduces markups,
boosts incumbent ﬁrm size, and increases employment at Home in anticipation of these long-run effects. Consistent with Draghi (2015),
monetary policy that is more expansionary than historical “brings forward” key beneﬁcial effects of market reforms. Relative to historical policy, the Ramsey-optimal policy reduces the job creation wedge ΣJC,t
during the transition to the new long-run equilibrium. By contrast, the
product creation wedge ΣPC,t, is temporarily widened.49 The widening
48
Home terms of trade appreciation also conﬂicts with the implications of exogenous
markup cuts.
49
The impulse responses of inefﬁciency wedges show the percent variations of the
wedge deviations from efﬁciency. For a given wedge Σi,t with efﬁcient level equal to 1,
we plot the response of (|Σi,t − 1| − |Σi − 1|)/(|Σi − 1|). We consider absolute values because what matters is the deviation from efﬁciency (be it positive or negative).
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Fig. 1. Home product and labor market reform, historical policy (continuous lines) versus Ramsey-optimal policy (dashed lines). Responses show percentage deviations from the highregulation steady state under historical policy (zero steady-state inﬂation). Unemployment and inﬂation are in deviations from the steady state.

of ΣPC,t happens because the short-run increase in inﬂation reduces the
incentive of prospective entrants to take advantage of lower nontechnological barriers to entry.50
Employment, GDP, and consumption in the Foreign, rigid economy
are also favorably affected by the Ramsey policy on impact due to the
larger demand for Foreign goods in the deregulating economy. The optimal policy reduces the job creation wedge during the transition also in
Foreign. The product creation wedge falls on impact, but then increases,
associated with lower product creation in the relatively less attractive
business environment during much of the transition. Finally, notice
that both Home and Foreign beneﬁt from improved risk-sharing
under the Ramsey-optimal policy, i.e., the inefﬁciency wedge ΣRS,t is
reduced at each point in time relative to the historical policy.
As time passes, the differences between Ramsey policy and historical
rule vanish, at least in the deregulating economy. In the long run, Home
deregulation reduces (or leaves virtually unaffected) all Home and
Foreign inefﬁciency wedges with the exception of cross-country risksharing. The optimal long-run inﬂation target remains positive but is
smaller than under high regulation.
To understand this result, it is useful to inspect how deregulation affects inefﬁciency wedges in the long run. First, recall that the markup is
constant in steady state, implying ϒμ = 0. Moreover, under the
50
Bilbiie et al. (2008b) and Chugh and Ghironi (2015) show that it is optimal to tax entry
in the benchmark BGM model with translog preferences. However, this does not imply
that a reduction in entry should reduce the inefﬁciency wedge in product creation in
our scenario of multiple distortions and a non-optimized change in entry barriers.

assumption of long-run zero net inﬂation, ϒ πw ¼ ϒ πd ¼ 0 , and the
Hosios condition implied by our calibration of the initial, historical position ensures that ηw = η = ε, so that ϒη = 0. Finally, product market
regulation does not change the value of unemployment beneﬁts, leaving
ϒb unaffected. The zero-inﬂation steady state features two additional
distortions that are affected by regulation and inﬂation: the misalignment between the consumers' beneﬁt from variety and the proﬁt incentives for new entrants, ϒN = (μ − 1) − 1/(2σN), and the monopoly
power distortion in labor supply and job creation, ϒφ = (1/μ) − 1.51
As barriers to entry fall, the steady-state number of products in the
economy increases. With zero net inﬂation, the fall in markups due to
higher substitutability is larger than the reduction in the consumers'
incremental beneﬁt from variety, since ∂ϒN/∂N = − 1/(2σN2) b 0. It
follows that lower regulatory costs reduce the misalignment between beneﬁt from variety and incentives for product creation.
Moreover, the reduction in markups also reduces the distortion
ϒ φ,since ∂ϒ φ /∂N = − 1/(σN 2) b 0. Intermediate input producers
have stronger incentives to post vacancies, households have stronger

51
Notice that a long-run widening of ΣRS,t relative to the initial level of 1 does not imply that
there is a larger incomplete markets distortion in the new steady state (which features zero
net foreign assets like the initial one). Asymmetric deregulation introduces a long-run structural asymmetry between Home and Foreign. This implies that the risk sharing wedge
around the new steady state should be redeﬁned asΣRS;t ≡ðuC  ;t =uC;t Þ=ðϰQ t Þ, where ϰ reﬂects
the effect of the long-run asymmetry between the two economies. But the new, postderegulation steady state remains efﬁcient along the risk sharing margin because of the absence of any uncertainty in steady state.
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incentives to supply effort, and employment and hours become closer to the respective efﬁcient levels.
Changes in labor market regulation directly affect two distortions: The reduction in unemployment beneﬁts brings the workers'
outside option closer to the (real) costs of labor effort, lowering
real wages and stimulating vacancy posting. The increase in the
ﬁrms' bargaining power, instead, implies that η is now greater than
the elasticity of matches to vacancies, ε, a departure from the Hosios
condition. In our second best environment, the rigid, distorted
steady state features suboptimally low job creation: The increase in
η brings employment closer to the social optimum. Thus, the job creation wedge is smaller even if the Hosios condition is violated postderegulation.52
The combination of these product and labor market effects of reform
reduces the need for positive long-run inﬂation to bring the economy
closer to the efﬁcient outcome. Long-run responses under the
Ramsey-optimal policy are very similar to those under the historical
rule because the reduction in product and job creation wedges dominates the Ramsey central bank's incentives and results in such lower
steady-state optimal inﬂation. As shown in Table 4, the optimal inﬂation
target falls to 0.97%. With both price and wage indexation, the reduction
in the optimal inﬂation target implied by structural reform is even larger, as optimal long-run inﬂation falls from 2.31 to 1.94%.
Table 5 shows that market reform is highly beneﬁcial for the
deregulating country already under the historical policy, as welfare
gains amount to 7.40% of steady-state consumption at Home. There is
a modest prosper-thy-neighbor effect, as welfare rises by approximately
0.45% of steady-state consumption in Foreign.53 While the welfare gains
from implementing the optimal inﬂation target under high regulation
are sizable, the gains from implementing the optimal policy response
to deregulation are positive but not large for the reforming country
(the relative gain is approximately 0.05% of steady-state consumption).
In other words, welfare gains from optimal policy along the transition
and in the new steady state have little impact on the lifetime effect of
the reform on Home welfare, which is dominated by the reduction of
long-run inefﬁciency wedges generated by the deregulation. The welfare gain from the Ramsey response to reform is small also in Foreign,
but more signiﬁcant than in Home: Market distortions are still in place
in the rigid economy, and welfare gains from optimal policy along the
transition and non-zero long-run inﬂation are more signiﬁcant at
0.25% of steady-state consumption. These results are consistent with
the fact that a policy of near price stability is relatively more desirable
for more ﬂexible economies.54
5.2. International synchronization of reforms
Since long-run inﬂation rates are equalized across countries, the
Ramsey authority can choose only one steady-state inﬂation target for
both countries in the monetary union. Thus, with asymmetric deregulation, optimal monetary policy must trade off asymmetric desirability of
inﬂation across countries associated with cross-country heterogeneity
in real rigidities: While ﬂexible product and labor markets at Home
call for less inﬂation, the rigid member of the monetary union still beneﬁts from a relatively higher long-run inﬂation target. To investigate
this issue further, we consider an alternative monetary policy
52
Put differently, the economy is getting closer to the job creation outcome under the
adjusted Hosios condition for a distorted economy mentioned above.
53
Market deregulation improves welfare at Home and abroad across all the exercises we
perform. However, it is important to notice that the welfare effects of the reforms are not
clear-cut ex ante: Although each individual form of regulation is distortionary in the model, it is the interaction of regulatory and other distortions with monetary policy that determines the welfare outcome in our second-best environment.
54
As we show in the Appendix, joint reform of product and labor markets is more beneﬁcial than deregulation of individual markets, even if there is some substitutability across
reforms, since the welfare gain is smaller than the sum of the gains from individual reforms. This result is consistent with the empirical evidence in Fiori et al. (2012).

arrangement between Home and Foreign: a ﬂexible exchange rate
with independent monetary policies. (The details of this alternative
model are presented in the Appendix.) We then compute the Ramseyoptimal equilibrium with cooperative monetary policies, which, in contrast to the monetary union scenario, features two policy
instruments—one for each economy—and allows for long-run differences in inﬂation rates. As shown in Table 4, the optimal policy results
in optimal inﬂation differentials between Home and Foreign when regulation is asymmetric.55 In the benchmark case of no price and wage indexation, the optimal inﬂation target is 0.76% at Home (the ﬂexible
economy), and 1.14% in Foreign. Relative to the Ramsey central bank
of the monetary union, Ramsey-optimal cooperative policies increase
welfare by an additional 0.06% of steady-state consumption.56,57
Symmetric market deregulation across countries could therefore
further improve policy tradeoffs for the central bank of the monetary
union. To address this issue, we consider the scenario in which both
countries undertake deregulation of goods and labor markets. Table 5
summarizes the results. The reduction in optimal long-run inﬂation is
larger with symmetric deregulation—the optimal inﬂation target falls
to 0.75% (1.51% with price and wage indexation). From a welfare perspective, the addition of Foreign deregulation has a small impact on
the gain from optimal monetary policy relative to historical behavior
for Home, although Home beneﬁts more signiﬁcantly from Foreign deregulation for given monetary policy regime. Foreign gains signiﬁcantly
from deregulation for given monetary policy, with smaller gains from
Ramsey-optimal policy relative to the historical policy, as expected.
6. Market deregulation and optimal monetary policy over the
business cycle
Market deregulation affects domestic and international adjustment
to aggregate shocks. As a result, it alters the policy tradeoffs facing the
central bank over the business cycle. In this section, we study these effects and evaluate their consequences for policy.
Fig. 2 (dashed lines) shows impulse responses to a one percent
Home productivity increase under the Ramsey-optimal policy in the
presence of high regulation in Home and Foreign. Solid lines present
the responses under the historical policy, explained in detail in the
Appendix.58
The Ramsey authority generates a smaller increase in wage inﬂation
and a larger departure from price stability (disinﬂation) at Home relative to the historical rule (which implements a policy of near price stability, deﬁned as zero deviation of inﬂation from trend). Historical ECB
behavior (and price stability) result in positive employment
comovement across countries. In contrast, the Ramsey authority pushes
unemployment rates in opposite directions by engineering wage disinﬂation rather than inﬂation in the Foreign country and a reduction in
Foreign ﬁrms' bargaining share. Opposite responses of employment
across countries under the optimal policy are consistent with a standard
efﬁciency incentive to shift production to the more productive economy. In the Home country, producers have a weaker incentive to post vacancies as more stable wage inﬂation implies that their effective
bargaining power rises by less than under the historical policy. Trade
linkages and risk sharing imply positive comovement of GDP and
55
By contrast, when the steady state is symmetric, there is no difference between the
optimal inﬂation target in the currency union and the optimal inﬂation target implied
by the Ramsey-cooperative policies under ﬂexible exchange rates. This is the case since,
as discussed above, symmetric regulation implies identical real rigidities in Home and
Foreign.
56
For additional comparison, the Appendix presents also results on the welfare effects of
reform under a policy of strict price stability (around the optimal target).
57
The welfare calculations include transitions dynamics following the asymmetric
Home deregulation. We do not report impulse responses for brevity. They are available
upon request.
58
The shock has persistence 0.999 and zero cross-country spillover as in the benchmark
calibration described in the Appendix. The same assumptions on shock size, persistence,
and spillover apply also to Figs. 3 and 4 below.
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Fig. 2. Home productivity shock with high regulation, historical policy (continuous lines) versus Ramsey-optimal policy (dashed lines). Responses show percentage deviations from the
respective steady state. Unemployment and inﬂation are in deviations from the steady state.

Fig. 3 contrasts the effects of a one percent Home productivity shock
before and after Home product and labor market deregulation under the
historical policy rule. When barriers to entry are relaxed, the economy
ﬂuctuates around a steady state with a larger number of ﬁrms, smaller
markups, and smaller producer-level proﬁts. Therefore, the present
discounted value of entry varies by less (in percentage of the steady
state) in response to aggregate disturbances, dampening markup ﬂuctuations and product market dynamics. In addition, labor market ﬂexibility makes job creation less responsive to shocks: Lower unemployment
beneﬁts and smaller worker bargaining power imply that adjustment

takes place increasingly through the real wage, reducing job ﬂows
over the cycle.
These effects imply that the employment response to shocks is also
muted. Computing the second moments of business cycles in the postderegulation environment shows that volatility and persistence of
output and employment fall in the reforming country, but the effect
on Foreign dynamics and international business cycles is very small.60
(See the Appendix for details.)
The welfare cost of business cycles falls signiﬁcantly in the more
ﬂexible economy—by approximately 30% (Table 5)—while it falls only
slightly in the rigid country. This is explained by the fact that Home
markups are less volatile with a ﬂexible product market, resulting in
less volatile employment. In contrast, the welfare costs of business cycles in the Foreign economy are not signiﬁcantly affected since they remain dominated by domestic rigidities.
Turning to the Ramsey-optimal policy, Fig. 4 shows that the Ramsey
authority becomes less aggressive, as deregulation—even asymmetric—
ameliorates domestic and international policy tradeoffs. At Home, more
ﬂexible product and labor markets dampen volatility for the same reasons as under historical policy. Moreover, stabilization of cyclical ﬂuctu-

59
In the standard New Keynesian model, higher inﬂation is associated with a falling
markup. The contemporaneous occurrence of falling inﬂation and markups in our model
is a result of labor market frictions that induce marginal costs to rise in the impact period
of expansionary shocks. It follows that markups must fall to ensure falling output prices.

60
Cacciatore et al. (2015) and Stebunovs (2008) ﬁnd that bank market integration has
business cycle volatility consequences similar to those of product market deregulation
by lowering ﬁnancial barriers to producer entry.

consumption across countries under both historical and optimal policies. While the standard New Keynesian prescription of price stability
amounts to a prescription of procyclical monetary policy, with expansion in response to favorable productivity shocks to mimic the
ﬂexible-price equilibrium, optimal policy in our monetary union with
multiple distortions is more countercyclical than historical behavior.59

6.1. Asymmetric market deregulation
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Fig. 3. Home productivity shock, historical policy with high regulation (continuous lines) versus low regulation (dashed lines). Responses show percentage deviations from the zeroinﬂation steady state. Unemployment and inﬂation are in deviations from the steady state.

ations at Home requires less Foreign wage deﬂation because Home demand for Foreign goods is higher to begin with, and the resource
shifting effect of Ramsey policy is mitigated.61
Table 5 shows that deregulation narrows the welfare gap between
historical and Ramsey-optimal policy at Home. The welfare gain from
Ramsey policy increases slightly in the country that remains rigid.62
The intuition is straightforward: The ﬂexible economy has less need
of an active policy that addresses distortions. The focus of Ramseyoptimal activism correspondingly shifts toward the rigid country,
which therefore gains more from optimal policy. To substantiate this intuition, we consider a constrained Ramsey problem in which the monetary authority maximizes the welfare of agents subject to the
constraints represented by the competitive economy relations and the
historical rule for interest rate setting. Our interest is in determining
the optimal weights γπ and γỸ that deﬁne the relative focus of the monetary authority in stabilizing Home inﬂation and output gap relative to

Foreign—recall that the union-wide CPI inﬂation and GDP gap that ap~ C;t
~ UC;t ≡ π
~ γC;tπ π
pear in the historical interest rate rule are given by: π

1−γπ

U
γ ~ 1−γ ~
and Y~ g;t ≡ Y~ g;tY Y~ g;t Y . Concerning the response coefﬁcients that also appear in the historical rule—ϱi, ϱπ, and ϱY—we consider two scenarios: In
the ﬁrst one, we keep ϱi, ϱπ, and ϱY at their calibrated values. In the second one, we determine ϱi, ϱπ, and ϱY optimally jointly with the weights
γπ and γỸ.63 In both scenarios, the optimized rule features a more aggressive response to Foreign output gap ﬂuctuations (which reduces
the inefﬁcient volatility of Foreign unemployment) and to deviations
of Home inﬂation from trend (which reduces the inefﬁcient volatility
of Home markups).64 Importantly, when the weights γπ and γỸ and
the response coefﬁcients ϱi, ϱπ, and ϱY are jointly optimized, the welfare
cost of business cycles is very similar to that implied by the Ramseyoptimal policy.

6.2. Stabilization policy and international coordination of reforms
61

The 0.5% approximate increase in welfare from implementing optimal monetary policy under high regulation reported in the Introduction is the sum of the long-run welfare
gain (0.35) and the gain from reduction in business cycle volatility (0.17, obtained as the
difference between the cost of business cycles under historical policy, 0.94, and the cost of
business cycles under optimal policy, 0.77).
62
In the Appendix, we show that deregulation of product or labor market alone has similar implications. However, deregulation of both markets accomplishes the most signiﬁcant moderation of Home's aggregate ﬂuctuations, and the welfare cost of business
cycles under the historical policy is lowest. The welfare gain from Ramsey-optimal policy
is correspondingly minimized. At the same time, however, the welfare gain from optimal
policy is further magniﬁed in the rigid country.

To what extent can coordination (i.e., synchronization) of market reforms improve policy tradeoffs over the business cycle? Over the cycle,
optimal policy is relatively less aggressive for the ﬂexible country
63
We search across a grid of parameter values for the values that minimize the welfare
cost of business cycles in (4). We perform the search over the range [0,10] for each parameter, with ﬁneness equal to 0.01.
64
Speciﬁcally, in the ﬁrst case, we ﬁnd γπ = 1 and γỸ = 0.25. In the second scenario, we
ﬁnd γπ = 1 and γỸ = 0.25, together with ϱi = 0, ϱY = 2.5, and ϱπ = 0.5.
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Fig. 4. Home productivity shock, Ramsey-optimal policy with high regulation (continuous lines) versus low regulation (dashed lines). Responses show percentage deviations from the
Ramsey steady state. Unemployment and inﬂation are in deviations from the steady state.

compared to the rigid one. When the two economies are simultaneously
hit by similar shocks, inﬂation stabilization may be too strong (weak) in
the ﬂexible (rigid) country. To address this issue, we consider again the
ﬂexible-exchange rate model discussed in the previous Section and
compute the welfare cost of business cycles implied by Ramseyoptimal cooperative monetary policies. Consistent with the intuition
above, Table 5 shows that the welfare cost of business cycle falls in
both Home and Foreign relative to the optimal policy in the monetary
union scenario: Ramsey-optimal cooperative policies with a ﬂexible exchange rate yield an additional welfare gain of 0.08% of steady-state
consumption (the sum of the gains in Home and Foreign).65 The ﬂexible
Home economy beneﬁts relatively more. This happens because, as
discussed above, asymmetric regulation shifts the focus of Ramseyoptimal activism toward the rigid country in the monetary union.
Other things equal, this results in inefﬁcient stabilization in the ﬂexible
economy. The existence of two optimally designed policy instruments
removes this tradeoff.
Our analysis thus suggests that the requirement of convergence toward ﬂexible regulation of product and labor markets across countries
should be part of the criteria to be met to join (or form) a currency
union. Importantly, symmetric levels of regulation are not sufﬁcient
per se. The requirement is that market regulation be symmetric and

65

For brevity, we do not present impulse responses. They are available upon request.

ﬂexible across members of the currency union. This is the case since,
as noted above, both countries need monetary policy activism to stabilize unemployment ﬂuctuations when regulation is symmetric and
rigid. Since there is a tension between stabilizing the Home and Foreign
economies in response to asymmetric shocks, the availability of a single
monetary policy instrument results in negative cross-country spillovers
over the cycle. 66
To conclude, we ﬁnd that there are gains from international coordination of reforms due to improved stabilization of aggregate ﬂuctuations. In particular, synchronized reforms eliminate the heterogeneous
needs of inﬂation stabilization in rigid and ﬂexible countries. In the
long run, the reduction in inﬂation is larger with symmetric deregulation. From a welfare perspective, the addition of Foreign deregulation
has a small impact on the gain from optimal monetary policy relative
to historical behavior for Home, although Home beneﬁts more signiﬁcantly from Foreign deregulation for given monetary policy regime. Foreign gains signiﬁcantly from deregulation for given monetary policy,
with smaller gains from Ramsey-optimal policy relative to the historical
policy, as expected.

66
As shown in Table 5, when regulation is symmetric and rigid, the optimal cooperative
policy under ﬂexible exchange rates results in an additional welfare gain equal to 0.1% of
steady-state consumption (relative to the Ramsey-optimal policy in the monetary union).
The gain falls to 0.06% of steady-state consumption when both countries have deregulated
their markets.
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7. Conclusions
We studied the implications of structural reforms for the conduct of
optimal monetary policy in a monetary union. A key message of the
paper is that high levels of regulation in goods and labor markets generate sizable static and dynamic distortions that call for active monetary
policy in the long run and over the business cycle. Expansionary monetary policy can reduce transition costs and front-load the beneﬁts of reforms by generating lower markups and stimulating job creation in the
aftermath of deregulation. This ﬁnding provides support for the narrative of policymakers (Draghi, 2015, among others) and for the recurrent
argument in policy discussions that supply-side policies should be
accompanied by active policies supporting aggregate demand (see, for
instance, Barkbu et al., 2012). However, once the economies in the monetary union have reached the new long-run equilibrium, real distortions
in product and labor markets are reduced, and the need for inﬂation to
correct market inefﬁciencies correspondingly mitigated. There is an important international dimension of deregulation, as asymmetric product
and labor market reforms across countries can generate new policy
tradeoffs for a welfare maximizing monetary authority. Coordination
of reforms can mitigate these tradeoffs.
From a methodological standpoint, a contribution of this paper was
to clarify the importance of explicitly modeling micro-level product
and labor market dynamics in analyses of the macroeconomic and policy implications of structural reforms.
Appendix A. Online appendix
The Appendix to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/
10.1016/j.jinteco.2015.11.002.
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